General Assembly of the Club of Rome 2009
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Saturday 24th to Tuesday 27th October 2009

PRELIMINARY LIST OF PRESENTATIONS
ON ACTIVITIES IN PROGRESS
BY INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, SPECIAL
PROGRAMMES AND THE EUROPEAN SUPPORT CENTER

SATURDAY 24TH OCTOBER, AFTERNOON SESSION

GENERAL ASSEMBLY – PLENARY MEETING

15:45 – 16:45 PRESENTATIONS OF ACTIVITIES IN PROGRESS BY INDIVIDUAL
MEMBERS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, SPECIAL PROGRAMMES
AND THE EUROPEAN SUPPORT CENTER

Agni Vlavianos-Arvantis  Biopolicy – A Needed Global Strategy to Overcome
the Economic and Environmental Crises
Anitra Thourhaug  Current Activities
Andreas Huber  School Project
Thomas Schauer  Report of the ESC
Heinz Löber  Current activities of the ESC
Robert Hoffman  Current Activities
Dutch Chapter  Report of the Dutch Chapter

SUNDAY 25TH OCTOBER

GENERAL ASSEMBLY – PLENARY MEETING

14:30 – 16:00 PRESENTATION BY MEMBERS ON SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Günther Pauli  Book presentation
Barry Hughes  5th Generation Global Model International Futures
Uwe Möller  DESERTEC
Franz-Josef Radermacher  Current Activities
Michaela Smith  Smart Partners
Ian Dunlop  Current Activities
Sheila Murray  Canadian Association
Fred Dubee  Activities in China